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15% 
That is how much interest in HR & 
payroll (16%) as well as finance & 

accounting outsourcing (14%) grew 
on average in Poland in the peak 
period of the Covid-19 pandemic

(in years 2020-2021) – as shown by 
the results of the survey carried out 

by Grant Thornton from June to July 
2022 on the sample of 206 

entrepreneurs.

19%
Nearly 1/5 of Polish respondents 
plans to expand the scope of use 

of outsourcing in 2023-2025,
while 62% intends to keep the current 

level of support received from 
providers. Industry reports regarding 
BPO also confirm the sector growth 
trend in the world, with forecasted 

compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) at ca. 6-8.5%. 

Key conclusions:

68% 
This many entrepreneurs in Poland 
appreciated support received from 
outsourcing providers, claiming it 
helped them survive the economic 

challenges brought by the pandemic.
50% of respondents gained better 
understanding of legal regulations, 
26% managed to reduce costs and 

24% overcame understaffing.



Description of research methods

Analysis of internal data from 

the Grant Thornton network
Financial information regarding Grant 

Thornton (hereinafter: GT) network firms was 

collected as part of the annual survey 

carried out among network member firms). It 

covers data from years 2019, 2020 and 2021

and regard revenues earned by individual GT 

network firms in BPS type service lines

(i.e. offering business process solutions)

as separate data for F&A and HR & payroll 

services are not collected globally.

Desk research
The figures as well as statistics and facts

referred to originate from secondary 

research carried out from May to August 

2022 based on sources available in English 

and Polish.

Qualitative research
In-depth interviews were carried out using the 

CAWI and CATI methods on a group of 11 

leaders among top 10 BPS providers in the 

Grant Thornton network from July to August 

2022. 

Quantitative research

of Grant Thornton Poland
The survey discussed in this report was 

carried out using the CAWI method on

a group of 206 respondents from June

to July 2022. The respondents were 

representatives of micro (10.68%), small 

(28.64%), medium (31.55%) and large 

(29.13%) enterprises. They represented 

mainly industrial production (21.84%), 

commercial (20.39%) as well as finance and 

insurance (11.65%) sectors. Others: TSL 

(6.8%), healthcare (5.34%), construction 

(4.85%) and other sectors.



Edward Nieboj
Managing Partner 
Outsourcing Department
Grant Thornton Poland

Dear Sirs and Madams,

several years ago F&A or HR & payroll outsourcing in Poland was still offered 
mostly to small entities. The main factor was the cost and simple comparison of the 
price of employment of a specialist in the given area with the price of the 
outsourcing service. Over the years, new factors - equally important as the cost -
started entering the area of interest of decision-makers, such as mitigation of risk 
due to transfer of liability to the service provider, elimination of issues related to 
availability, maintenance and training of personnel, will to focus on core business 
or lack of costs connected with purchase and maintenance as well as development 
of IT tools.

The pandemic has shown even more clearly how critical security and certainty
of uninterrupted performance of back-office work despite unfavourable 
circumstances is. This certainty can be provided by a large outsourcing entity
- such as Grant Thornton. After all, what is the benefit of having something cheaper 
"on paper" when it simply does not work when we really need it?

This report shows how important these tasks are and how much added value 
professional and committed providers of F&A and HR & payroll outsourcing service 
managed to deliver to their clients. The subjects we discuss in it include the future 
of outsourcing and a reminder of why this solution - quite an old one, well-
consolidated and verified in business over dozens of years - has been experiencing 
a renaissance.

Enjoy your reading.



Outsourcing as salvation in difficult times?

Two shocks in a very short time
For the first time in the post-war era, the global economy has been 

buffeted by two shocks — the worst public health disaster in one 

hundred years combined with Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Together, 

they have weakened the global economy and boosted inflation 

worldwide to the highest rate in four decades - as Nick Sargen (PhD in 

economics) from Stanford University has recently stated for Forbes. On 

the other hand, Daniel Yergin, a renowned energy expert, projects that 

today's energy crisis will probably be worse than the oil shock from the 

1970's. Therefore, it came as no surprise that the International Monetary 

Fund found the perspectives for the global economy to be "gloomy and 

uncertain". The latest forecasts for the economy according to the IMF for 

years 2021 / 2022 / 2023 are as follows: 6.1% / 3.2% / 2.9% for global 

economy; 5.2% / 2,5% / 1,4% for developed countries; 5,7% / 2,3% / 1,0%

for USA; 5.4% / 2.6% / 1.2% for EU; 6.8% / 3.6% / 3.9% for emerging 

markets; 8,1% / 3,3% / 4,6% for China.

Research hypothesis
Bearing in mind the statistics regarding value and number of services 

provided pro bono during the Covid-19 pandemic by the outsourcing team 

of Grant Thornton Poland (discharge of contributions and acquisition of 

co-financing of salaries with value exceeding PLN 3.14 million), we have 

put forward the research hypothesis that maintenance of business 

continuity for many of our clients was possible, inter alia, due to work of 

fully committed experts. We have decided to verify if outsourcing really 

was a lifebuoy for companies in these difficult times and if the 

situation was similar in other Grant Thornton network firms in the 

world.



Market uncertainty from yesterday till tomorrow 

Chart 1. World Uncertainty Index for Poland and globally

The World Uncertainty Index for Poland remains at the highest levels since the 1980's. The Monthly Business 
Climate Index (MIK) of the Polish Economic Institute (PIE) and Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego (BGK) does 
not instil optimism either. What is the business facing?

Consecutive Monthly Business Climate Indices (acc. to PIE 
and BGK) herald a deceleration of the economic growth rate 
in Poland. Global economic downturn is a fact, the risk of 
recession is also on the rise - together with inflation rates. 
However, it is not the only source of uncertainty for
companies, as pointed out by the experts of Ebury fin-tech.
In their opinion, companies in Poland are dealing with 5 
sources of uncertainty (higher than at the verge of the Covid-
19 pandemic) the first three of which are:
1. high debt service costs – lower rate of return of

companies is their derivative - similarly to costs of labour 
or energy; effect: future investments become questionable;

2. decline in loan availability – the "cash is king" rule is 
making a comeback, financial liquidity is becoming key; 
importers from Asia are chosen by suppliers based on the 
criterion of how fast decision-making and payment is;

3. and record-breaking electricity and gas prices – it is the 
key factor in the Monthly Business Climate Index of PIE 
and BGK as well as the most important risk according to 
experts of leading analytical centres in the world, next to 
declining consumers' demand, leading to the decrease in 
orders and sales in companies.



Did outsourcing help the 
companies survive the time of 

the pandemic?
Is outsourcing the answer for difficult times

in the face of not only the pandemic lockdowns and 
broken supply chains, but also the war in Ukraine,

high inflation and exceptionally unstable
and unpredictable times?

What do the Polish entrepreneurs think?



Did outsourcing gain or lose popularity during 
the pandemic crisis?
How popular was finance & accounting (F&A) and HR & payroll (HR&P) outsourcing in Poland in 2019-2021?

Chart 1. Did you use F&A outsourcing
in 2019-2021?

Source: Grant Thornton June-July 2022 survey

In the first period of the pandemic economic 
shock (between 2019 and 2020), the popularity 
of both finance & accounting and HR and 
payroll outsourcing declines - by 10% and 5%, 
respectively. In 2020-2021, however, not only 
did the companies returned to the previous 
level of use of outsourcing services, but even 
increased the level of use of this solution. The 
increased recorded in the finance and 
accounting area reached 14% year on year, 
while in the Hr and payroll area - 16% (i.e. 15% 
on average for both services). These data 
make us assume that after a period of difficult 
decisions driven by fear of the future, the 
companies saw a chance in outsourcing, not 
only to reduce their costs but to also gain 
access to expertise - so crucial in times of 
intensified supply of new regulations and 
extreme business challenges.

Finance and accounting outsourcing HR & payroll outsourcing

Chart 2. Did you use HR and payroll 
outsourcing in 2019-2021?
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Why was outsourcing so popular?
Legislative rush, shortage of specialists and business orientation at cost optimisation sealed the deal in 
terms of advantages of outsourcing over profitability of keeping in-house back-office departments.

Chart 3. What made you use outsourcing services?The respondents were asked about the 
reasons for use of outsourcing. The 
respondents could choose more than one 
option (and, thus, the replies do not sum up
to 100%). Most frequently, they pointed to 
three key issues: regulatory changes (101 
replies, i.e. 49%), cost cutting (89 replies,
i.e. 43%) and personnel shortage (84 replies, 
i.e. 41%). Secondary arguments for use of 
outsourcing included: willingness to focus on 
core business (69 replies, i.e. 34%) and care 
for business continuity (50 replies, i.e. 24%).
As the least important factor, but with 
potentially growing significance, the 
respondents indicated their activities aiming 
at technological optimisation (12 replies
i.e. only 6%).
Furthermore, a vast majority of respondents 
(77.18%) confirmed that the reasons for use of 
outsourcing did not change during the Sars-
CoV-2 pandemic.

Source: Grant Thornton's data based on CAWI method survey; choice of multiple options possible
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What are the leading success factors in the 
accounting and payroll outsourcing?
Why does clients say "YES" to the outsourcing provider? Number one is trust and offer comprehensiveness 
and number two is the price. What can you do to make the clients more satisfied?

Chart 4. What made you choose the outsourcing provider?As you can see in the chart to the right, the 
following key arguments for selection of the 
provider have taken an ex aequo place: trust and 
offer comprehensiveness (54% replies each), 
price (41%) and high specialisation (28%). Further 
in the ranking: added value (14%) and personal 
relation (12%). The following replies were given in 
less than 10% of cases: brand (9%), location and 
advanced tools (6%) as well as language 
competences (3%). The respondents could 
choose multiple options.

The respondents were also asked what could 
increase their satisfaction with outsourcing 
services in upcoming years. In their replies (again, 
with possibility to choose multiple options), 58% 
stated that their satisfaction would increase as a 
result of service price reduction, 33% - due to 
technological development, and 29% - thanks to 
increased service comprehensiveness. Further in 
the ranking we also have: higher specialisation 
(19%), more favourable contractual provisions 
(10%) and change of the contact person (5%).

Source: Grant Thornton's data based on CAWI method survey; choice of multiple options possible
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Was outsourcing a lifebuoy for companies?
As many as 68% of entrepreneurs appreciated support received from outsourcing providers, claiming it 
helped them survive the economic challenges brought by the pandemic. What kind of help did they 
receive?
The turn of 2019 and 2020 was not as joyful as 
usually - it was full of fear. The world’s
attention focused on the news from China and
then Italy which battled a deadly, then
unknown disease. Poland declared the state of 
epidemic on 20 March 2020. In terms of 
legislation, the first half of the year was 
subordinated to four Anti-Crisis Shields and 
pandemic restrictions that would frequently 
be decisive in terms of to be or not be of entire 
industries. Employees of accounting and HR 
departments and, inter alia, legal or tax 
departments as well as regular entrepreneurs 
had to face extraordinarily high supply of new 
regulations, at the same time worrying about 
the health of their own and their loved ones, 
struggling with the consequences of being 
locked up at home and distance work. All that 
time they had to carry out their standard 
duties, under additional pressure of keeping 
jobs and business continuity of their clients. 
The data presented to the right prove they 
have prevailed.

Chart 5. Did cooperation with an outsourcer have an impact on the standing of your
company in the face of the pandemic-related crisis?

Source: Grant Thornton's data based on CAWI method survey; choice of multiple options possible
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Did outsourcing service deviate from standard 
during the pandemic?
A bit more than a half of respondents did not experience any change in cooperation with their service 
provider, while 48% of respondents enjoyed pro bono services and above-standard openness 
and availability of outsourcing experts.

Chart 6. Did you notice any changes in cooperation with the outsourcing service
provider during the pandemic?

The peak wave of the Covid-19 pandemic had its 
good moments as well, when it turned out how much 
we can offer to each other and how we can unify and 
fight the adversities relentlessly. At the time when we 
all applauded the medics with gratefulness, many of 
us faced our own battles and struggles, frequently 
sacrificing ourselves to support others. The 
outsourcing industry also saw proof of unity and 
sacrifice to save one more job, one more company.
This is confirmed by the survey results presented to 
the right according to which nearly a half of 
respondents (48%) experienced above-standard 
service from outsourcing providers in the form of pro 
bono services, increased availability of experts or 
even more kindness, empathy and assistance (the 
respondents could choose multiple options).

Source: Grant Thornton's data based on CAWI method survey; choice of multiple options possible
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Changes and outlook for outsourcing
Over the recent years, the clients notices two key issue among changes on the outsourcing market: 
increase in digitalization and prices. Do the clients want to develop outsourcing cooperation?

The pandemic has definitely become a driver 
for digital transformation around the world. 
On the other hand, the social and economic 
programme announced by the government in 
February 2021 and initially called the "New 
Deal" turned out to be the biggest tax 
revolution in Poland in decades. Therefore, it
came as no surprise that the respondents
surveyed by Grant Thornton ranked increase
in digitalization (147 replies) and increase in
service prices (127 replies) as two most 
important changes observed on the
outsourcing market. On the other hand, when 
asked if they intended to continue using 
outsourcing in 2023-2025, the majority (62%) 
responded that yes - in the same scope; nearly 
1/5 of respondents replied they intend to 
extend the scope of services (19%); every tenth 
respondent on average (11%) intends to 
resume its own services; only a few 
respondents (4%) plan to change their 
provider or reduce the scope of outsourcing 
services (3%).

Chart 7. What changes on the outsourcing service market have you noticed over the 
recent years?

Source: Grant Thornton's data based on CAWI method survey; choice of multiple options possible
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Outsourcing in Poland
Business service sector results in Poland at the end of

Q1 2022 according to ABSL data.

Development and trends in accounting and HR 
outsourcing on the example of Grant Thornton Poland

(data and experts' commentary). 



The sector of Knowledge-intensive business
services (KIBS) has proven its resilience during 
the pandemic, demonstrating higher durability 
than most production and service departments -
as noted by the authors of the latest report of the 
Association of Business Service Leaders (ABSL). 
Thus, thus sector is one of the main growth 
drivers in our country. According to ABSL's 
forecasts, even though geopolitical tensions will 
probably rise, causing further turbulences, 
paradoxically this situation may be an
opportunity for providers in the BPO industry in 
Poland. According to ABSL's research, year 2021 
turned out excellent for the entire sector, both in 
Poland and around the world. Currently, the 
employment level in the sector exceeds 400 
thousand jobs (in increased by over 40 thousand 
new full-time positions y/y, which means an 11.6% 
growth rate, while in 2021 it was only 5%, and

in 2020 - 9.8%). The share of the BPO industry
in total employment in Poland increased to 6.2%. 
There are 1714 business service centres run by 
1068 companies. The value of export in the 
industry reached USD 26 billion and exceeds USD 
65 thousand per employee. Per annum, export 
increased by 15.1% (import by 12.9%). The surplus
in trade in Knowledge-intensive business services
exceeded USD 11.3 billion (9.7 billion in 2020) and 
has been generated regularly since 2008, 
remaining on the rise. Further growth
perspectives are positive, but the sector will have 
to face high inflation, lower growth rate, 
disturbances in the global supply chain, 
restriction of the monetary policy in Poland, 
higher uncertainty connected with the war in 
Ukraine and its consequences as well as global 
competition in acquisition of qualified employees.

The state of the sector of the BPO 
sector in Poland in 2021



PLN 34.4 million
PLN 38.4 million

PLN 46.2 million

2019 revenues 2020 revenues 2021 revenues

Case study: Grant Thornton Poland 
There are many providers on the outsourcing market, but only a few can pride themselves on the client 
satisfaction level of 9.38 points (out of 10 possible). Poland also shines against the background of the entire 
Grant Thornton International network, ranking 8 in terms of BPS providers in the world. 

Chart 8. Increase in revenues on finance & accounting and HR & payroll 
outsourcing in Grant Thornton Poland during the Covid-19 pandemic

11.6%

Grant Thornton's own data

The Grant Thornton network is one of the 
leading audit and advisory organisations in 
the world, present in 140 countries and 
employing over 62 thousand people. In 
Poland, it has been operating for 29 years and 
its team of over 900 employees support the 
clients in such areas as accounting or HR & 
payroll outsourcing, audit or tax and 
transaction advising. The firm has been 
recording an uninterrupted growth for more 
than a dozen years, including two-digit growth 
recorded for the past six years. In the last 
financial year (ended in June), it earned PLN 
145.6 million in revenues - 20.3% more 
compared to the prior year. In 2016, it was 
three times smaller. Four business pillars 
responsible for the success are: outsourcing, 
audit, advising and digital advising (Digital 
Drive) separated several years ago. The 
strongest source of revenues is outsourcing, 
reaching 32%. In the current financial year, 
the firm conservatively assumes an 8% growth 
rate, at the same time counting for more. 

20.3%



The highest the uncertainty and dynamics of the 

surroundings, the higher determination to makes costs 

variable. The more auxiliary the given process is in nature,

the higher the tendency to delegate them outside the 

organisation. In this context, the increasingly popular use

of solutions in the scope of accounting or HR & payroll 

outsourcing should come as no surprise. On the other hand, 

the greater the challenge for the given process, the higher 

the expectations set for the outsourcing partner.

The partner is expected to provide not only high quality and 

seamless service, but also a guarantee in the scope of 

maintenance of supply continuity and cybersecurity as well 

as competences in terms of employment of technology to 

increase the value and effectiveness of the outsourcing 

solution. Nearly 30 years of experience in cooperation with 

thousands of clients and, first and foremost, the excellent 

outsourcing team of Grant Thornton, allow us to respond to 

these market expectations. 

How to tame uncertainty?

IN OUR OPINION

Tomasz Wróblewski
Managing Partner 
Grant Thornton Poland



The period of the pandemic has probably changed the 
way we work forever, sending many of us home to work in 
the distance mode and making possible what seemed 
unimaginable before (e.g. digital flow of documents based 
on which up to 97% of clients operate right now in the 
Outsourcing Department of Grant Thornton Poland). 
Obviously, "home office" has its pros and cons, both for the 
employees and employers. An undisputed advantage for 
employees is definitely the ability to reach for talents from 
around the world. Caution must be taken here, though,
and the risk related to tax collection must be secured as 
the actual place of work of distance workers overlaps with 
the place they tell their employers, and it is the employer 
who is obliged to comply with the regulations effective in 
the given jurisdiction.

Frequently changing regulations regarding employees do 
not make performance of HR and payroll services easier 
for entrepreneurs with global reach. Two EU directives 
awaiting implementation in Poland (the so-called parent 
directive and directive regarding predictable and

transparent work conditions) are the best example of that 
– they have caused a lot of commotion in HR departments 
across the continent. Another challenge is the issue of 
effectiveness of distance workers who - in some cases -
find it difficult to keep the balance between professional
and home duties, and they need some sort of supervision 
or guidance from their superiors.

Support of all back-office processes is much easier, less 
risky and more effective if provided by specialised global 
outsourcing teams for whom ensuring compliance with the 
law around the world is bread and butter. Supported with 
cutting-edge tools and technological solutions, we can 
offer our clients peace in the scope of back-office 
functions as well as cost reduction, so essential in these 
unstable and challenge-ridden times. Although many 
entrepreneurs already use outsourcing, there is still a 
group of those are yet to learn its advantages. We, as the 
providers of these services, continue our efforts to make 
our offer meet the needs of our clients and requirements of 
our times.

How can HR and payroll services drive the growth of dynamic 
companies with global aspirations?

Monika Smulewicz
Partner, Managing Director 
Outsourcing Department
Grant Thornton Poland



Technology has entered the domain of accounting or 

payroll a long time ago, becoming a catalyser for 

changes. The period of the pandemic has shown very 

well how important it is. Companies unable to switch to 

distance work lost their ability to service their clients 

without exposing their employees to health risks virtually 

overnight. Speaking of technology, I do not have only 

bookkeeping software in mind, but all those solutions that 

make cooperation convenient and secure (from 

communication through transfer of documents and 

deliverables). Contrary to what it may seem, these tools 

are highly complex and require major investments, 

especially if they are to be reliable and secure. It does 

not seem possible to just be a by-stander watching this 

process and stop investing in technology. Technology 

cannot be stopped. Only large entities in the outsourcing 

industry will be able to afford such investments. The 

clients, on the other hand, will expect to be provided with 

digital and modern solutions. This process will be 

additionally supported by the state whose role can be 

underappreciated, while it is a mighty player who is 

currently "getting rid" of paper from all possible areas 

(from SAF-T through financial statements). If a F&A or 

payroll process is not critical for a company and is not 

decisive in terms of its competitive advantage, should the 

company invest in it to build resources, including 

technological ones?

For many years, we have been building a unique value 

offer for our clients, comprising a combination of such 

elements as quality, reliability, comfort of service

and advanced IT tools. The recent years have shown that 

it is the right direction - we have been growing 

dynamically every year. New clients are joining us 

systematically, and existing clients have been 

cooperating with us for years. The outsourcing sector will 

develop and, in my opinion, the it is the non-cost factors 

that will determine whether the given company will 

choose to build its own accounting team or will decide to 

engage a third-party service provider.

What will make outsourcing grow in the future?

Edward Nieboj
Managing Partner 
Outsourcing Department
Grant Thornton Poland



Outsourcing in the world
1. To what factors do the BPS leaders in the GT network 

owe the growth in the outsourcing area?

2. Do the leading BPS providers in GT confirm that 
outsourcing was a lifebuoy for many companies in the 

times of economic challenges brought by the pandemic?

3. What direction are the finance & accounting and
HR & payroll outsourcing services headed?

Results of the qualitative research
conducted on BPS leaders

in the Grant Thornton network



The data below present the accumulated dynamics of growth of revenues in years 
2019-2021 for 9 most efficient providers of BPS type services in the Grant Thornton
network outside Poland (the data regarding Poland are presented earlier in this report).

BPS leaders in the GT network

China (excl. Hong Kong) ↑ 76.6%
France ↑ 68.7%
Germany ↑ 67.7%
Philippines ↑ 24.6%
RCGT Canada ↑ 20.1%
Austria ↑ 17.9%
The Netherlands ↑ 17.6%
Ireland ↑ 13.7%
Sweden ↑ 11.8%


Arkusz1

		TOP 10 BPS providers
Grant Thornton International
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How do leading providers of business process services in Grant Thornton 

win the hearts and minds of their clients?

Most BPS providers in the Grant Thornton 

network (5 out of 8 respondents) emphasise 

that one of the key success factors is care for 

the relations with clients to understand what 

they need and provide them with top quality 

services, which translates into existing clients

and business clients within the GT network 

giving us references and providing "word-of-

mouth marketing". As emphasised by Anna 

Lisson, Head of Outsourcing and Payroll 

Services in Grant Thornton Sweden, if the 

services are similar in nature, the quality of 

customer service, including proactive ability to 

advise the clients, is what matters. The second 

highest rated element in building competitive 

advantage was offer comprehensiveness -

chosen by a half of the respondents. According 

to the respondents, the factors ranking third (3 

out of 8 respondents) included equally: 

following the digital transformation (as in the 

case of firms from Canada, Sweden or the 

Philippines that identified the significance of 

supply of effective services with use of 

innovations and cloud technology early), 

international cooperation with other network 

entities on global projects (ensuring a 

competitive advantage thanks to the global 

level of both competences and already 

mentioned quality of services developed by the 

network and expected by the clients) as well as 

combination of field-related knowledge with 

practical understanding of business. Other 

aspects the respondents place emphasis on 

include, without limitation, offering added value 

in the form of sharing your knowledge (ensuring 

also brand recognition), such as: expert 

publications, newsletters and updates 

regarding regulatory changes as well as 

webinars, quarterly briefings and trainings.

The experts emphasised also the significance of 

the team in success building, claiming that the 

effort made to create an attractive offer „would

not have worked without a phenomenal team 

that was able to deliver everything”, as Gerard 

Walsh, Partner at Grant Thornton Ireland, told 

us. Explaining the source of success under the 

banner of the purple rosette, Walsh added that 

the successful teams in Grant Thornton are 

composed, on the one hand, of highly 

experienced employees with solid field 

knowledge and tenure at the firm and in



parallel business leaders in the management 

team from both practice and industry 

backgrounds. This mix allows for a very precise 

understanding of the current needs and 

expectations of customers and has been a key 

element in creating the "Center of Excellence" 

for these services in Ireland. He also added: “We 

tell customers that we have the knowledge and 

indeed our core expertise is in helping 

businesses comply with all compliance and 

regulations, so that they can focus on their core 

business. We will take care of everything from 

accounting, taxes, and other international 

compliance requirements. Our main advantage 

is that we are dedicated to it. Our team does 

just that all day - that is certainly one of the 

biggest success factors."

What else did experts among the leading 

providers of Business Process Services in the 

Grant Thornton network emphasise? Key 

aspects below.

***

“We spent quite a lot of time to work on this 

relationship and also see what we can do to 

train our younger staff members to work alike.” 

Arie Kuiper, Partner at the Global Compliance 

and Reporting Service Department, Grant 

Thornton Netherlands

***

“We are known for our proximity with our clients 

and for developing innovative solutions that are 

adapted to our clients’ reality and very timely.”

Valerie Verdoni, Senior Director, Raymond 

Chabot Grant Thornton, Canada

***

“As part of building strong client relationships, 

we have regular social catch ups with our 

clients through client visits or calls, lunches, or 

dinners to get to know them better. (…) We 

always make sure that they feel they are highly 

valued – professionally and personally.”

Paz Malubay, BPO Leader, Grant Thornton 

Philippines



Do leading BPS providers in the GT network agree with the thesis that outsourcing
was a lifebuoy for many companies in the times of pandemic crisis?

The results of qualitative research conducted 

among BPS leaders in the Grant Thornton global 

network and quantitative research conducted 

among polish entrepreneurs confirmed that 

outsourcing helped many companies survive the 

economic challenges of the pandemic period.

Six out of nine leading BPS providers in the 

Grant Thornton network agreed with this thesis. 

Xiaodong Pan, Managing Partner at Grant 

Thornton China, remined also that the 

restrictions imposed by the governments of 

individual countries, affecting entire industries 

as well as the torn global chains of supply, had 

the biggest impact on the business of companies 

at the peak of the pandemic. He stated that 

thanks to the outsourcing solutions, the 

companies improved their capacity to continue 

as a going concern in those difficult times. 

Among the benefits gained by the companies 

thanks to cooperation with finance & accounting 

as well as HR & payroll outsourcing providers, he 

listed: the ability to focus on core business, 

improvement of operating efficiency, lower costs 

and higher adaptation capabilities.

Three respondents did not agree with this thesis, 

emphasising the importance of technological 

transformation as the superior factor affecting 

the companies during the pandemic. Anna 

Nilsson from Grant Thornton Sweden claims that 

the pandemic has proven the significance and 

necessity to have a cloud-based service 

platform. Concurrently, she admitted that at 

that time her firm additionally contacted the 

clients asking about their situation and the 

support they need. At the same time, Paz V 

Malubay, Head of BPS at Grant Thornton 

Philippines, noted that before the pandemic, 

most contingency business continuity plans 

focused on the scenario of building-related 

emergencies, while the situation we encountered 

during the pandemic was a staff unavailability 

scenario. She emphasised that the clients of 

Grant Thornton Philippines have shown 

appreciation that they did not feel any 

difference in the pace of work of the team 

servicing them or in the quality of services during 

the pandemic since most firms were able to use

the reliable cloud platform, that fully satisfied 

the clients' needs.



***

“It is my strong believe that as tax and accounting professionals we 

helped our clients through difficult time during the pandemic. This came 

in multiple aspects on the German market: There were certain relief/ 

support programs that only certified tax advisors could apply for on 

behalf of their clients; we had an impact through temporarily reduced 

VAT rates that we had to manage with our clients; there various support 

initiatives around payroll and reduced working times that had to be 

implemented and more than ever we were challenged with helping our 

clients through a difficult phase by providing a stable base on which they 

could base their business decision.” 

Lars Korte, Partner, Grant Thornton Germany

***

“I think that, during a time of huge turbulence and business uncertainty, 

those businesses who outsourced back-office functions were better 

equipped to concentrate on core, specifically their customers and their 

people. (…) We were able to provide a reassurance and continuity of 

service to our clients which allowed them to react, respond and ultimately 

recover from the economic pandemic that we have seen over the past 

three years.” 

Schmidl Christoph, Partner, Grant Thornton Austria



What accounting and HR & payroll outsourcing trends will dominate in the upcoming 
years according to BPS experts from the GT network?

All respondents agreed that the industry of 

professional business services will grow in the 

upcoming years, and some respondents even 

expect its growth to accelerate. Among the key 

trends the providers and recipients of these 

services with deal with according to the 

respondents, the one pointed to most frequently 

was technological transformation, including but 

not limited to digitalisation (Austria, The 

Netherlands, Germany) and automation 

(China), cloud services (Sweden) as well as, for 

example, outsourcing of cybersecurity-related 

aspects and information management (Canada) 

- including the transition from data processing to 

their in-depth analysis (Sweden). At the same 

time, the respondents are noticing the increasing 

importance of the ESG trend. Most experts (6 out 

of 8) emphasise the gravity of difficulties in 

acquiring qualified employees as well. Other 

issues included, among other: higher 

specialisation and comprehensiveness of the 

offer, pro-active approach to business client 

service (a trusted advisor providing forward-

looking advice regarding conducted business), 

increasing globalisation (requiring intensified 

cooperation with other entities and member 

firms) as well as increased demand for CFO 

services (both in the form of insourcing and 

mentoring as well as support for the already 

occupied CFO positions) or centralisation of 

services. In general, the respondents expect the 

laws regulating their business activity will

become more comprehensive and complex in the 

upcoming years, translating into growing

demand for outsourcing services offering the 

complexity level expected by the market. 

Moreover, experts notice a potentially increasing 

business risk from fin-techs as well. “As 

outsourcing services will be more automated, 

this will open up for new business models based 

on e.g. transactions and subscriptions that 

attracts new players such as investment 

companies and banks into the market”, as said 

Anna Nilsson, Partner in Grant Thornton Sweden. 

A decisive majority of BPS leaders in the Grant 

Thornton network is either already prepared for 

that (thanks to developed of proprietary 

technological systems and platforms or thanks 

to mergers or acquisitions) or is conducting 

works in response to the new market 

opportunities since - as stated by Xiaodong Pan, 

Managing Partner at Grant Thornton China -

"challenges often bring opportunities".



It is the ubiquitous uncertainty in the markets that some respondents see 

as a potential for further growth of their services. Lars Korte, Partner and 

Board Member of the Business Process Solutions Division at Grant 

Thornton Germany, stated: “We are seeing classic signs of uncertainty 

about the future economic situation in the market. This typically leads to 

proactive cost management initiatives in non-core business functions and 

an increased drive to convert fixed costs to variable costs to better 

prepare for future market developments. As a result, more and more 

customers prefer outsourcing services to internal solutions”. Gerard Walsh 

from Grant Thornton Ireland, agrees with this opinion, believing that "there 

are really great companies like ours that can provide a variable cost model 

for our clients and remove the challenges of global compliance".

What else do the Grant Thornton network expert project for outsourcing 

in the perspective of the upcoming three years (until 2025)?

***

“More and more of our SMEs are starting to feel the pressure from their 

stakeholders (clients, shareholders, suppliers, creditors, etc.) with respect 

to sustainability transparency and reporting. SMEs do not have the 

resources (talent, time, money) and don’t know where to start. I therefore 

wouldn’t be surprised to see more and more outsourcing of this area, with 

technology playing a huge part.” 

Valerie Verdoni, Senior Director, Raymond Chabot Grant Thornton, 

Canada

***

”Digitalization brings huge benefits in terms of accuracy, availability and 

efficiencies but requires careful care and management in terms of data 

privacy, security and a retraining of staff to operate new and often cloud-

based systems.”

Schmidl Christoph, Partner, Grant Thornton Austria



You do not have to reinvent the wheel

Usually, the simplest solutions are the best - and these include outsourcing. It 

is a tool known for dozens of years. It has passed the test of fire during the 

economic crisis related to the Covid-19 pandemic, allowing many companies 

to keep their jobs and business continuity – this is proven both by 

quantitative research conducted by Grant Thornton Poland on service 

recipients in the country as well as the qualitative research carried out on a 

group of Grant Thornton service providers around the world. It has adjusted 

to the distance work requirement and document digitalisation in the blink of 

an eye. It has ensured cost reduction, sense of safety and relative 

stabilisation in these uncertain and unpredictable conditions.

Also today - in the face of accumulation of unfavourable factors on the 

market unseen for decades - outsourcing is an opportunity for the companies 

to tame this overwhelming uncertainty and series of business risk factors. The 

challenges the organisations will have to face comprise many aspects - from 

those related to sky-rocketing inflation and rising fuel and energy prices, 

through difficulties in acquisition of qualified personnel, to effects of 

technological transformation forcing them to follow the development of 

systems, applications and IT infrastructure.

As Edward Nieboj, Managing Partner at the Outsourcing Department of 

Grant Thornton Poland, said: "if a bookkeeping, HR or payroll process is not 

critical for a company and is not decisive in terms of its competitive 

advantage, should the company invest in it to build resources, including 

technological ones?". Entrepreneurs don't have to focus on the continuously 

expanding, increasingly complexed and frequently changed legal and tax 

regulations, soon to be joined by ESG requirements on a bigger scale. As we 

can get these worries out of our mind, shifting their burden to professionals, 

at the same time reducing fixed costs and risk level, is there any sense in 

doing all these things independently?



Edward Nieboj
Managing Partner
Grant Thornton
T +48 693 333 386
E Edward.Nieboj@pl.gt.com

Feel free to contact us

About us
Grant Thornton is one of the leading audit and advisory organisations 
in the world, present in 140 countries and employing over 56 thousand 
staff members. 

We have been operating in Poland for 29 years. The team of 900 
employees support our clients in such areas as finance & accounting as 
well as HR & payroll outsourcing, audit, tax advising or transaction 
advising.

Jacek Kowalczyk
Marketing and PR Director
Grant Thornton
T +48 505 024 168
E Jacek.Kowalczyk@pl.gt.com
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